Opening Comments


Panel 1: Diversifying the Doctrine: South Asians in the Legal Profession

Reports


Articles

South Asian Lawyers Form Association, *34 INDIA ABROAD* (Oct. 31, 2003), at C5, available [here](#) (with Penn login).


Aziz Haniffa, *It’s a Great Time to Be a Member of the South Asian American Legal Community*, *44 INDIA ABROAD* (July 25, 2014), at A18, available [here](#) (with Penn login).

Ritu Jha, *That India Abroad Named Preet Bharara as Person of the Year Shows Just How Far South Asian Attorneys Have Come*, *42 INDIA ABROAD* (July 20, 2012), at A27, available [here](#) (with Penn login).
Trailblazer Attorneys Honored at SABA-NC Gala, 44 India Abroad (Apr. 10, 2015), at A12, available here (with Penn login).


Panel 2: Immigration Law & Human Trafficking

Books

Amnesty International, Southeast Asia: Deadly Journeys—the Refugee & Trafficking Crisis in Southeast Asia (Oct. 27, 2015), available here.


Articles

E. Tendayi Achiume, Syria, Cost-Sharing, & the Responsibility to Protect Refugees, 100 Minn. L. Rev. 687 (2015), available here.


Panel 3: Thind in Context: Examining a Legacy

The Case


Books


Book Chapters


Articles


Victor Jew, George Sutherland & American Ethnicity: A Pre History to Thind & Ozawa, 41 Centennial Rev. 553 (1997), available here (with Penn login).
